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Professional Achievement Award, University of Chicago Alumni, 1975, 1992 ...

Others searched for:
http://atmospheres.gsfc.nasa.gov/cloud_modeling/Simpson.html

NASA Technical Reports Server
Position paper on the potential of inadvertent weather modification of the Florida Peninsula ... The potential Inadvertent Weather Modification caused by ...

Others searched for:
http://inis.larc.nasa.gov/search.jsp?N=4294876721&Ns=HarvestDate%7C1

Scientists Test Recently Launched NASA Satellites : News
Sep 14, 2006 ... NASA's Langley Research Center's B-200, and a Learjet leased from Weather Modification, Inc. With support crews and CALIPSO and CloudSat ...

Others searched for:
http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Newsroom/view.php?id=30846

Not Today
Oct 27, 2009 ... Sometimes, I really hate the weather!!! If only NASA could get some serious money from somewhere for localised weather modification, ...

Others searched for:
http://blogs.nasa.gov/cm/blog/Ares%20I-X.blog/posts/post_1256657433409.html

weather modification - NASA Taxonomy 2.0 > Archives
Jul 15, 2007 ... NASA Taxonomy allows various audiences easy access to find relevant information from NASA programs quickly. The classification scheme is ...

Others searched for:
http://nasataxonomy.jpl.nasa.gov/1.0/nassubj/00000244.php

Term Find Results
TERM: weather modification. HIERARCHY: weather modification .
cloud dispersal .
cloud seeding , fog dispersal . lightning suppression ...

Others searched for:
http://mai.larc.nasa.gov/ct?t=weather+modification

weather modification - NASA Taxonomy 2.0 > NASA STI Subject Categories
Jul 15, 2007 ... weather modification. Use: Meteorology and Climatology • FirstGov • Your First Click to the US Government • © Freedom of Information Act ...

Others searched for:
http://nasatxonomy.jpl.nasa.gov/2.0/subjects/subj-47-59.php

Global Climate, Global Wind Flow
Sep 22, 2004 ... Shifts in this pattern cause a global weather modification known as El Niño—*
The Child" In Spanish, meaning the Christmas child, ...
The popularity was largely driven by scientific and practical interest in cloud seeding and weather modification.

Press Release - SCIENTISTS STUDYING DESERT AIR TO UNDERSTAND WEATHER AND CLIMATE... for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) weather modification teams, he added. [...]